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Abstract 

Recently~ several groups have increased the coding gain of iteratively decoded 
Gallager codes (low density parity check codes) by varying the number of parity 
check equations in which each codeword bit participates. In regular turbocodcs, 
eaeh "systematic bit" participates in exaetly 2 trellis sections. We construct ir
regular turbocodes with systematic bits that participate in varying numbers of 
trellis sections. These codes can be decoded by the iterative application of the 
sum-product algorithm (a low-complexity, more general form of the turbodecoding 
algorithm). By making the original rate 1/2 turboeode of Berrou et al. slightly 
irregular, we obtain a coding gain of 0.15 di3 at a block length of N = 131,072, 
bringing the irregular turbocode within 0.3 di3 of capacity. .Just like regular tur
bocodcs, irregular turbocodcs arc linear-time cncodablc. 

1 Introduction 

Recent work on irregular Gallager codes (lmv density parity check codes) has slwwn that 
by making the code·word bits participate in varying numbers of parity check equations, 
significant coding gains can be achieved [1-3]. Although Gallager codes have been shmvn 
to perform better than turbocodes at BERs belmv 10_,, [4]1, until recently Gallager codes 
performed over 0.5 dB worse than turhocodes for BERs greater than 10-5 . Hmvever, 
in [3], Richardson et al. found irregular Gallager codes that perform 0.16 dB better than 
the original turhocode at BERs greater than 10-5 [5] for a block length of N ~ 131, 072. 

1 Gallager codes to not exhibit decoding errors, only decoding failures, at long blor:k lengths \Vit.h 
N > 0, 000. 
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In this paper) we show that by tweaking a turbococle so that it is irregular) ;ve obtain a 
coding gain of 0.15 dB for a block length of N = 131, 072. For example, anN= 131,072 
irregular turbocode achieves Ell/ iV0 = 0.48 di3 at BER = 10-4

, a performance similar to 
the best irregular Gallager code published to elate [3]. By further optimi,;ing the degree 
profile, the permuter and the trellis polynomials, ·we expect to find even better irregular 
turboc:odes. Like their regular cousins, irregular turboeodes exhibit a BEll flattening 
due to lmv-weight codevvords. 

2 Irregular turbocodes 

In Fig. 1, vve show hcrw to vievv a turbocode so that it can be made irregular. The first 
picture shows the set of systematic hits (middle row of discs) being fed directly into 
one convolutional code (the chain at the top) and being permuted before being fed into 
another convolutional code (the chain at the bottom). For a rate 1/2 turbocode, each 
constituent convolutional code should be rate 2/3 (which may, for example. be obtained 
by punetnring a lmvcr-ratc convolutional code). 

Since the order of the systematic bits is irrelevant) \Ve may also introduce a. permuter 
before the upper convolutional code, as shown in the second picture. In the third picture, 
we have simply drawn the hvo pernmters and convolutional codes side by side. 

For long turbocodcs, the values of the initial state and the final state of the com·o
lutional chains do not significantly influence performance (e.g., see [6]). So, as shovm in 
the fourth picture, we can view a turbocode as a code that copies the systematic bits, 
permutes both sets of these bits, and then feeds them into a convolutional code. \Vc refer 
to this turbocode as ''regular", since each systematic bit is copied exactly once. 

The final picture illustrates one way the above turbocode can be made irregular. 
Senne of the systematic bits are '~tied" together, in effect causing some systematic bits to 
be replicated more than once. Notice that too keep the rate of the overall code fixed at 
1/ 2, some extra parity bits must be punctured. 

\Iore generally, an irregular· tnrbocode has the form shown in Fig. 2, which is a type of 
"trellis-constrained code" as described in [7]. \Ve specify a degnx pmfile, fd E [0, 1], d E 

{1, 2, ... , D}. .fd is the fraction of codeword bits that have degree d and D is the 
maximum degree. Each codeword bit \Vith degree d is repeated d times before being fed 
into the permuter. Several classes of pcrmutcr lead to linear-time cncodahlc codes. In 
particular, if the bits in the convolutional code arc partitioned into "systematic bits" 
and "parity bits", then by connecting each parity bit to a degree 1 codeword bit, \ve can 
encode in linear time. 

The average codeword bit degree is 

/) 

d= Ld·.td (1) 
d="l 

The overall rate R of an irregular turbocode is related to the rate R' of the convolutional 
code and the average degree d by 

d(1 - R') = 1 - R. (2) 

So, if the average degree is increased, the rate of the convolutional code must also be 
incn~ascd to k(~(~p the overall rate constant. This ean be dorw by puncturing tlw convo
lutional code or by designing a new, higher rate convolutional code. 
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